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POS-TERMINALS
PCI P2PE: secure payment in
bricks-and-mortar retail

INSTANT PAYMENTS
Are we bound for a cashless Europe?
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INSTALLMENTS
USED TO BE SOOOOOOO
COMPLICATED.
Kopfmarke

Thank goodness for Installments Powered by PayPal –
simple, fast, and entirely online.

Find out more at
www.paypal.de/ratenzahlung
Copyright © 1999-2016 PayPal. All rights reserved. PayPal Pte. Ltd. 5 Temasek Boulevard
# 09-01 Suntec Tower Five Singapore 038985 Director: David Stock. The payment
services are offered by PayPal (Europe) S.à r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. in the European Union.
The supervisory authority is the CSSF in Luxemburg. Status: August 2016.
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Sweden has become a cash-free society
by Ralf Gladis
My wife recently visited a branch of the Swedish bank Handelsbanken to pay 1500 euros into her own Swedish account. Yet
instead of serving her with a smile, the bank employee frowned
and demanded to know where all the cash had come from, as if
my wife were trying to launder millions in Mafia money. After
10 minutes of further discussion, it was actually necessary to call
the Handelsbanken headquarters in Stockholm so that one of the
bank‘s employees — who happens to be a friend of my wife — could
vouch for her and the 1500 euros could finally be deposited in her
account. What was the problem?
In recent years, businesses, banks and consumers have increasingly moved away from using cash, rendering it superfluous. All retailers now accept card payments for any amount, whether for a
bicycle costing 5000 kroner (EUR 500) or chewing gum costing
20 cents (2 kroner). Cards are also accepted at almost every vending machine, as are mobile phone payments in many cases. The
money transfer app ‘Swish’ is so popular among consumers that
the verb ‘swisha’ is now part of the Swedish language.
Customers no longer need cash, and business owners have no
desire to go to the expense of handling it, transporting it, keeping
it safe or getting hold of it in the first place. Sweden has grown
so used to the convenience of electronic payments over the years
that cash is now a rarity, and someone who wishes to pay EUR
1500 into an account is automatically suspicious on the grounds
that criminals love the anonymity of cash. Swedish society has reduced the use of cash to the bare minimum, and our friends in the
far north would be unlikely to put up significant resistance if their
government decided to do away with it entirely somewhen in the
future. And the EU‘s instant payments system? There is no need
for this in Sweden either, as Swish is already firmly established.
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Computop Paygate

A YEAR OF INNOVATION
The Computop Paygate solution is constantly evolving.
In addition to adjustments and ongoing updates,
the 20-strong developer team is kept very busy with
a constant stream of expansions being added to the
payment platform. Here we offer a small (and far from
exhaustive) glimpse of our new products for 2016.
Channels
The major theme for 2016 is, without a doubt, POS.
As the first German PSP with P2PE certification and
an intensive partnership with CCV, Computop is once
again adding credence to its slogan: ‚Cross-border.
Multichannel. Payment‘. More on that in this issue‘s
feature.
However, the rapid growth being seen in the mobile
shopping sector also demands a great deal of attention. Whilst creating responsive designs for payment
forms has long become the norm, with its new Mobile
Paygate SDK, Computop is gearing itself towards online retail via an app. A special article on p.10 explores the issue.
The more intensive diversification of end devices also
means greater demands are made on risk manage-

ment. Here device recognition plays a key role. Should
an end device be flagged up once for a negative
transaction, it needs to be approached with caution
for subsequent transactions or blocked entirely. To
optimise services for risk management and fraud prevention, iovation device checks have been integrated.
Together with the ACI ReD Shield, the Computop Paygate offers an extended range of functions for secure
payment processing. 3D Secure checks during card
payments are often seen as a conversion killer; the
integration of CardinalCommerce allows the Computop Paygate solution to optimise the use of this security technology in a way that significantly reduces the
number of declines.
Markets
Asia represents an exciting market for both European and American merchants. This summary, however, falls far too short; China and India‘s respective
e- and m-commerce preferences are far too distinct
to be grouped together as one single market. With
its subsidiary in Shanghai, Computop‘s ambitions
to become an active player in Chinese retail are
now definitely being taken seriously. Some large,
and some of the largest, trading groups are working
actively with Computop to enable merchants to
gain access to their payment methods. For example,
the integration of eWallets such as Alipay, 99 Bill
or Tencent, as well as online transfers to 20 of the
country‘s major banks, allow countless merchants
to enter the Chinese market — a step that would
have been impossible with standard international
payment methods. ChinaPay offers merchants access to payment methods provided by state-owned
Chinese company China Union Pay. In AsiaPay,
Computop has managed to integrate a leading Asian finance and technology partner who can work
with the PSP to expand further into the region‘s
emerging markets. Among them is India, a country
which, with the payment types offered by partner
PayU, is contributing to Computop Paygate‘s comprehensive service portfolio not only through one
channel but two.
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Partners
Many new links as well as new services offered by trusted partners have been incorporated into the Computop Paygate this
year. PayU paves the way for merchants to access a country‘s
preferred payment method, but not just in India: this partner
also has excellent connections in eastern Europe, Latin America
and Africa. In the final expansion stage, this integration will
incorporate over 200 new payment methods across all seven
continents, further cementing Computop‘s status as a global
payment service provider.
By working with Discover Global Network, Computop has been
able to forge even stronger links with the USA‘s second largest
credit card market and a global network of partner cards. In
Europe, however, the aim is to see Diners Club become even
more firmly established.
Credorax is an acquirer that is currently undergoing global expansion. The company‘s unique concept enables merchants to
utilise domestic acquiring across continents and to take advantage of favourable conditions. Together with Computop, the Israeli company aims to significantly expand its market presence.
Regional partnerships intensify the penetration of local markets. European Merchant Services is on hand to provide an appealing range of acquisition services for card payments and
iDEAL in Belgium and the Netherlands. Limonetik enhances
the French market by offering alternatives to instalment payment by credit card, whilst be2bill also offers attractive conditions for the French market.
In terms of payment types, Computop has a long tradition of
being at the cutting edge when it comes to new developments.
The new PayPal instalment payment system was developed
in close consultation with Computop and was already integrated into Paygate upon launch. Computop was the first PSP
worldwide to offer the new ‚Login & Pay with Amazon‘. This
feature allows merchants to provide their customers with an
extremely easy and quick registration and selection of payment
options — without having to transfer the contents of their basket to the American retail giant, as was previously the case. An
attractive service, particularly when it comes to m-commerce.
At the end of the year of innovations that is 2016, Computop
Paygate is set to deliver one very special innovation when it
announces the integration of an eWallet provided by a world
renowned technology firm..
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All things legal

§

OUT OF THE SAFE
HARBOR AND BEHIND
THE PRIVACY SHIELD
Since 12 July 2016, transfers of user data from the EU to the
US have been subject to a new legal framework known as
Privacy Shield. This was introduced by the EU Commission
in order to establish basic levels of data protection and
lay down the requirements which must be met before
companies can transfer EU citizens‘ personal data to the US.

by Petra Wagner
Lawyer

How things currently stand:
The Data Protection Act is the basic legislation governing data transfers of this kind. According to this Act,
transfers or surrenders of data to countries outside
the EEA must be approved by the data protection
authorities in cases where the recipient country does
not impose adequate and comparable standards of
data protection. The relevant standards are, in principle, deemed to be in place in the third countries
listed in the Data Protection Adequacy Ordinance,
which are therefore privileged and exempted
from the approval requirements.
US-owned companies were
removed from this list after
losing their exemption under
Safe Harbour following the
2015 ECJ ruling in the Schrems
v Facebook case. This meant
that approval was required
under the Data Protection Act
for all transfers of data to the US.
Ever since, many companies have
instead been exploiting the EU‘s
standard contractual clauses, or in other
words data protection clauses in individual
contracts which data protection experts believe provide a legitimate framework for data transfers. The
question now is whether this solution will continue

to be viable as a basis for data transfers in the long
term, or whether it will be rendered entirely obsolete
by the introduction of Privacy Shield as a successor to
Safe Harbour.
The new regulation
Privacy Shield is unquestionably designed to close the
gap left by the former Safe Harbour agreement and
to restore legal certainty in respect of data transfers
to US companies, since the latter are subject to Privacy Shield provisions and must comply with
its requirements. US companies
must self-certify in line with the
prescribed conditions, and a list
of certified companies was published on the Internet by the
US Department of Commerce
on 01/08/2016 in the form
of the ‘Privacy Shield List’. The
procedure resembles that which
applied under Safe Harbour,
with the addition of a number of
safety measures, including:

•

• mandatory publication of the
company‘s privacy policies,
• a right to information for the individual concerned, and
obligations regarding data integrity and restrictions on usage/storage.
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FOCUSING COMPUTOP
The basic rules and restrictions governing access
to data by US authorities have been introduced to
prevent the mass surveillance of EU citizens without
good reason, and the agreement will be reviewed
on an annual basis.
What does the future hold?
The new Privacy Shield is not a blanket regulation,
since it presupposes the self-certification of every
company. There are already reasons to question
whether it will serve as a lasting basis for data
transfers to the US; the sustained criticism which
has been levelled at Privacy Shield means that another judicial review is likely in the near future.
What is more, transfers of data to the US under
Privacy Shield are only legitimate if a company is
currently certified. Companies would do well to
continue using EU standard contractual clauses
in parallel, even though questions have also been
raised in this respect, and the Irish High Court also
intends to ask the European Court of Justice to examine their use.
Critical response
Giovanni Buttarelli, the European Data Protection
Supervisor, believes that there is still room for improvement, and he has expressed doubts as to whether the agreement will stand up to judicial review.
Protection against state surveillance and effective
checks on the US authorities are still lacking.

International press coverage
Discover Global Network Signs with Computop to Increase
International E-Commerce Merchant Acceptance
Diners Club International (…) and Computop, a leading international payment service
provider, today announced an agreement that will increase e-commerce acceptance
for Discover, Diners Club and Alliance Partner cards. (…) By working with Computop,
all cards running on the Discover Global Network will be provided with seamless and
secure access to additional top merchants in the travel, e-commerce, hospitality and
retail industries, among others.
BusinessWire

Computop partners Credorax to boost
cross-border ecommerce
Credorax‘s ePower acquiring platform will be integrated into Computop‘s Paygate
payment platform, enabling Computop‘s merchants to process payments made in all
major currencies across the globe, all on a single platform.
ThePaypers

Computop Integrates the Amazon Payments
Interface ’Login and Pay with Amazon’
Online merchants will be able to offer their customers another conversion-boosting
payment method: Computop integrated the new ’Login and Pay with Amazon’ user
interface.
payment week

Wargaming Selects Computop (…)

According to press reports, Max Schrems, the
Vienna-based data protection activist and lawyer
whose case against Safe Harbour was examined
by the ECJ, believes that Privacy Shield will also be
subject to judicial scrutiny in the near future.

Following a strategic review of its payments partners to streamline, reduce costs and
enable further global expansion, Wargaming chose to increase its roster of payment
service providers. From the Global Payments Department‘s shortlist of potential providers, Computop, one of the most well-respected and trusted providers, was selected to supplement Wargaming‘s bespoke in-house payments consul. The Company‘s
blend of unique technical capabilities and easy to integrate technology provides
solid infrastructure to grow and adapt.

Please note: We do not accept any liability for this content or for the information within it being complete and up to date. Petra Wagner, Lawyer
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MULTIPLE CARDS.

ONE NETWORK.
DISCOVER® GLOBAL NETWORK acceptance brings you millions of cardholders ready
to spend with you. Discover® card from the United States, Diners Club International®
and many more.
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